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•

CEO & Co-founder of Saidot

•

Chair of IEEE’s Ethics Certification Program for
Autonomous & Intelligent Systems

•

Affiliate at the Berkman Klein Center for Internet &
Society at Harvard University (2019-2020)

•

Previous chair of Ethics working group of Finland’s AI
Program

•

Over 18 years of experience in driving data, analytics
and AI use as well as privacy in large enterprises in
financial services, telecommunications, high-tech and
media.
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AI and the new business risks
Overview on ethical AI
Task list for AI governance
Case examples

State of AI in Financial Services

70%

60%

52%

58%

Machine Learning

Natural Language Processing

Deep Learning

Computer vision

Predicting cash-flow events and
proactively advising customerson
spending and saving habits

Reading documents and identifying
errors for support activities such as
information verification, user
identification, and approvals

Reading claims documents and
ranking their urgency, severity,
and compliance to expedite triage

Classifying drivers based on their
attention levels—safer drivers can
then be targeted to offer lower
premiums

Expanding the data set for
developing credit scores and
applying machine learning to build
advanced credit models for
expanding reach and reducing
defaults
Providing machine-learning-based
merchant analytics “as aservice”
Detecting patterns in transactions
and identifying fraudulent
transactions as early aspossible

Improving the underwriting
process and capital efficiency
Understanding customer queries
via voice search on digital voice
assistants or smartphones

Building dashboards that provide
users with data analytics in a simple
and intuitive format
Developing innovative tradingand
investment strategies

Building biometric security for
clients in a secure environment,
such as for bank ATMs
Providing investors and traders with
immersive experiences for making
portfolio allocations and trading
decisions

AI leader, the riskiest job role of our time?

“

Why do companies
and government
agencies invest in AI
ethics & governance?

Financial risk
Social responsibility & trust
Compliance
Contractual requirements

Source: PwC 2019 AI Predictions

Synthesis of the AI ethics guidelines

Lawful

Value driven,
principled

Technically
robust

Risk-aware

Over the
lifecycle

Principled AI

How to achieve
human-centricity &
trust inAI;
— Human agency: Users should be able
to make informed decisions regarding
AI systems.
— Transparency, explainability: AI
should be transparent regarding the
data, the logic of the system and the
business models.
— Accountability: Clear human
responsibility and accountability for AI
systems and their outcomes should be
guaranteed.

A task list for
AI governance
ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES
Who has the responsibility over
governing & overseeing our AI?

ETHICS PRINCIPLES
Which values & principles are
important for us while utilizing AI?

GOVERNANCE & RISK PROCESS
How do we make decisionsand
evaluate risks related to our AI?

END-USER COMMUNICATION
How do we keep our customers
informed & enable explainability?

OPERATIONS & TRANSPARENCY
How do we manage the quality &
ensure the transparency of our
operations?

Cases on AIgovernance

AI Ethics and Governance Lead
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company Company Location Boston, MA, US
Description

Objectives of the role

At MassMutual, we’re passionate about helping millions of people find financial
freedom and this passion has driven our approach to developing meaningful
experiences for our customers. The Data Science Team, part of Enterprise
Technology and Experience, is comprised of highly skilled, collaborative, problem
solvers who are motivated to create innovative solutions that exceed the
changing needs of our customers and move MassMutual – and the industry –
forward.

• Deliver a principles-driven, adaptive policy framework to inventory, assess,
organize, measure, and track MassMutual’s AI assets across the enterprise.
• Champion and facilitate adoption of the framework to enable confident
innovation with machine learning and algorithmic decision making across all
business channels.
• Establish and maintain the program and be responsible for identifying and
following trends in the broader global marketplace.

To continue our cutting-edge work, we are hiring an Artificial Intelligence(AI) Ethics and Governance Lead to join our team.

Daily And MonthlyResponsibilities

What Great Looks Like In This Role
Our ideal candidate has extensive knowledge of methods in machine learning
and Artificial Intelligence, and ideally has practitioner experience. Data, analytics
and algorithmic decision making are at the core of MassMutual’s digital evolution.
In this role you will be responsible for implementing an enterprise program that
holistically addresses algorithm governance and enables the delivery of superior
customer experiences, trust and loyalty. This leader will be responsible for
working with data scientists and other leaders across the organization on policy
and implementing processes and systems that inventory, assess, organize,
measure, and track the firm’s algorithmic assets and models.

• Collaborate and partner with other leaders across our data science team,
business channels, law, compliance and enterprise risk, and information
security for best practices and execution.
• Develop and implement algorithm standards and standards of use.
• Establish quantitative measures of policy compliance including algorithm
measures that include performance, fairness, accountability, transparency,
and auditability.
• Collaborate with various departments to establish automated processes that
collect and compute measures of progress.
• Continuously improve and advocate enterprise data, algorithm and AI
governance policies.
• Maintain a strategic roadmap for AI governance roll-out across the enterprise.
• Create and maintain a meta-data asset that accurately characterizes the firm’s
algorithms through time, as well as their adherence to governance policies.
• Identify and engage AI leaders across the enterprise and coordinate with them
to achieve adoption and consistency of governance across business channels.
• Stay up-to-date and informed on emerging practices for improving algorithm
and AI governance practices.

Cases on AIgovernance

Responsible AI Program Director
Capital One Company Location Vienna, VA, US
Responsible AI Program Director

Responsible AI Program Director

As the Responsible AI Program Director, you will play a leading role in shaping
how Capital One ensures our computational decisions are aligned to our values.
Working closely with stakeholders across the company, you will operationalize
Responsible AI through products, policies, and practices. This may involve
evolving current techniques or creating entirely new ways of doing things. You
will play a critical role in the strategic direction. You will help drive the
Responsible AI vision and roadmap through collaboration and expertise. This is a
role where your strong technical background will shine — whether you come
from technical product management, data science, or related fields.

As the Responsible AI Program Director, you will play a leading role in shaping
how Capital One ensures our computational decisions are aligned to our values.
Working closely with stakeholders across the company, you will operationalize
Responsible AI through products, policies, and practices. This may involve
evolving current techniques or creating entirely new ways of doing things. You
will play a critical role in the strategic direction. You will help drive the
Responsible AI vision and roadmap through collaboration and expertise. This is a
role where your strong technical background will shine — whether you come
from technical product management, data science, or related fields.

If you are passionate about ethical tech, have a concrete understanding of
ML/data science, are entrepreneurial, and demand excellence, please join
us to pioneer how Responsible AI is implemented in the real world at scale.

If you are passionate about ethical tech, have a concrete understanding of
ML/data science, are entrepreneurial, and demand excellence, please join
us to pioneer how Responsible AI is implemented in the real world at scale.

To Be Successful In This Role, You Must

To Be Successful In This Role, You Must

• be excited about developing a team and working with partners to prioritize
tasks to beginexecuting quickly
• be collaborative by nature and comfortable influencing across organizational
and functional boundaries
• comfortable tackling complex challenges across areas such as policy,
compliance, and governance.

• be excited about developing a team and working with partners to prioritize
tasks to beginexecuting quickly
• be collaborative by nature and comfortable influencing across organizational
and functional boundaries
• comfortable tackling complex challenges across areas such as policy,
compliance, and governance.

Saidot mission

Explainable AI
for everyone
Design system
Register
Transparency
metadata
Explainability
as-a-service
Third party
audits
Smart
certifications

Cases on AI governance

Ethics certificates

The Ethics Certification Program for Autonomous and Intelligent Systems (ECPAIS)
has the goal to create specifications for certification and marking processes that
advance transparency, accountability, and reduction in algorithmic bias in
autonomous and intelligent systems. ECPAIS intends to offer a process and define
a series of marks by which organizations can seek certifications for their processes
around the A/IS products, systems, and services they provide.
For more information:
standards.ieee.org/industry-connections/ecpais.html

Cases on AI governance

Process of creating
AI ethics certificates
•

Expert competence criteria and invitations

•

Adopted specific reference models

•

Developing ethical foundational requirements

•

Forms and composition of evidence for conformity

•

Use case trials and refinement

•

Evaluation scale & units and desired attainment benchmarks

Takeaways

AI has matured and is highly
influential across industries.
Concerns over the realization of
core values & fundamental
rights in digital create totally
new risks for companies.
Ethical AI is lawful, valuebased, robust and risk-aware. It
considers ethics over the whole
lifecycle.
AI policy & governance lead is a
critical job role for every AI
company in Financial Services.
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